
Task List:
1.CHECK-IN to class.
2.Take out your 10.2 
notes.

Objectives:
- Define the terms: states’ rights, 
nullification, and secede.

- Explain the issue of sovereignty (saw-
ver-en-tea) brought on by the Tariff of 
Abominations and the Nullification Crisis

Homework:
- Read & take 

notes on 10.3 
(p.332-335) - 
due Tues, Feb 
4

- Age of 
Jackson Test 
- Fri, Feb 7



*SABRINA COLEMAN $1,187 *MAX RENDA $170 BROOKE KOUTSOGIANI $80 NICK HAUGHT $20
*AVA BLASEY $1,085 *MADI RENDA $161 ALEX BROZINSKI $75 EMMA KAIL $20

MACKENZIE WITMER $1,059 *EVA CIBRONE $160 ALLIE KAYLOR $75 JEVEN KELLY $20
*GIADA PITZARELLA $932 *STELLA MANHOLLAN $160 AVA MALONI $70 BENNETT LEWIS $20

*SKYLER GAUDIO $658 *ADDIE PETROVICH $160 ELLIE GAMBILL $60 MEGAN CASTOR $15
*AVA AVAMPATO $610 *SHANE WILLIAMS $160 LUKE FAGAN $55 RANIYA MAJUMDAR $15
*LINSIE MCNALLY $451 *KAITLYN DEVINE $157 OWEN WEIBEL $55 TROY ANGEL $10

*CAT OLSON $368 *NICK MCCULLOUGH $155 LILIAN GRAYBILL $51 AUDREY RACUNAS $8
*LAINEY CARUSO $345 *LILY HETZLER $151 *MRS. BROWN* $50 ELIANA BECK $5

*ADDIE PIROSKO $300 *THEA MAHRAMAS $151 ASHLYN MORGAN $50 ALEX CADA $5
*WES ALOISE $280 *SYLVIA MARTZ $151 DOMINIC BODNAR $40 ALYSA COLLIE $5

*ANNA BRUNETTE $261 *AMANDA DOTY $150 JOEY AKER $35 ETHAN ROACH $5
*ALLY CHEN $256 *LAYLA HENSON $150 DINO D’ARRIGO $30 MARINA KUNZ $4

*JAKE SCHLIEPER $246 *OLIVIA KOUCOMARIS $150 SIENNA BRICKER $25 WYATT JOHNSTON $3
*JOSH DRAKE $241 *MAURA MCCABE $150 SOPHIA GUNA $25 CHRIS MCCAY $2

*CHRISTOPHER LINK $220 *BRENNAN PHILLIPS $150 RYAN HILLEBRAND $25 MATT OPFER $2
*STELLA MANHOLLAN $211 *BEN PRICE $150 MRS. SMITH $20 GRACE PARISI $2
*VICTORIA TORNATORE $200 *WILL SCHAFER $150 ESTEFANO ASCENCIO $20 RYLYNN ABBIATICI $1
*ASHLEY TORNATORE $196 IAN HINDMAN $131 HANNAH GHOBRIAL $20 MICHAEL GARIN $1

*SOFIA HEIL $185 WINSTON DEEM $115 SOPHIA GHOBRIAL $20 IZZY MILLER $1
TOTAL: ????

TEAM SALK PLEDGEleaderboard
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Tariff of 1816
- 20% tax
- Passed by James Monroe & 

Congress to pay off War 
of 1812 debt

Tariff of 1824
- 33% tax
- Increased by John Quincy 

Adams & Congress to fund 
internal improvements

Tariff of 1828
- 45% tax
- Increased again by John 

Quincy Adams & Congress 
to protect Northern 
manufacturers
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TARIFF OF 1828 made foreign 
goods more expensive

The Northern Viewpoint The Southern Viewpoint

POSITIVE

people will buy more 
US-made (Northern-made) goods

Northern states profit from 
increased business

NEGATIVE

people will not be able to 
afford foreign-made goods

Britain retaliates by buying 
less Southern raw materials

Buy expensive 
European 
goods

Buy “cheaper” 
Northern 
goods

Bottom Line:  
North = grows | South = suffers

OR
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Issue of Sovereignty:SOUTH:  

Compact Theory of Government

- Leaders: John C. Calhoun (VP) & 
Robert Hayne (Senator from SC)

- Believes that…

- states, not the people, 
granted the national 
government/ Constitution its 
power

- laws of the states are 
supreme when in conflict with 
the laws and actions of the 
federal government

- states can declare the laws 
of federal government “null 
and void” if they deem 
necessary and appropriate

STATES’ RIGHTS

states have the final authority, 
not the courts, to pass the 

constitutionality of federal laws

NULLIFICATION

the right to cancel any federal 
law it considered unconstitutional
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- Believes that…

- people, not the states, granted 
the national government power

- the federal government/
Constitution is supreme

- federal laws and actions hold 
power over state laws and 
actions

NULLIFICATION CRISIS
South Carolina attempts to 

nullify the tariff

- secede: to withdraw/leave

Jackson’s Toast: “Our Federal Union 
- it must be preserved.”

Calhoun’s Response: “The Union - 
next to our liberty, the most dear.”

Jackson passes the Force Bill

- allows president to use the  
military to collect tariffs 
if necessary

John C. Calhoun threatens 
secession over issue

Tariff of 1832 - lowers tariff

Henry Clay proposes a compromise
Tariff of 1833

- over 8 years, tariff would 
fall 10% each year


